
 

Persamaan Transistor D882

Buku Persamaan Ic Dan Transistor Partai . Transistor - NTE123AP Table Persamaan Transistor D882 low voltage power transistor, low voltage power transistor. As a base, a field-effect transistor
(P-n-p) BC838 is used.A p-n-p diode is used as an emitter. A p-n-p diode is also used as a collector (for example, BC832 or BC837). The resistor in the emitter circuit limits the base current to 1

mA. This ensures the stability of the output voltage of the transistor. A resistor with a resistance of 100 ohms or more is used as a load. The fuse is a 200-500 ohm resistor.
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XPages I have a view that

has a couple of
checkboxes. The user can
select multiple checkboxes
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to the viewscope to be
displayed. My problem is
that I don't know what is

the id field of the
checkboxes so I can use

the var rec =
Database.select(notesDb,
"selectedCheckBoxId");
However, when I select

the checkboxes the alert
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box shows the value of the
checkbox but the view

remains blank. No
information about the id of
the checkbox is passed to
the view. I tried: var recs

=
Database.select(notesDb,
"selectedCheckBoxId");
var recIds = []; for(var
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